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The pre-school years, the kindergarten years, (the years before formal schooling) 
are the most important of all in the education of the child. - Rudolf Steiner



Imhoff Waldorf School History
Imhoff Waldorf School was started in 1996 by a group of parents who believed in alternate 
education with roots in conservation of the environment. Waldorf education was the nearest form 
of curriculum embracing these ideas. The school is situated on an old and mostly undeveloped farm 
called Imhoff Farm. The school grounds are untamed, resulting in a natural and appealing sense 
of freedom. There are goats, camels and peacocks on the farm and there are rabbits, porcupines 
(we see mostly tracks and quills), baboons, scorpions, insects and the occasional snake! Today both 
the Imhoff Farm and our Waldorf School have managed to maintain their natural and rural feel. We 
hope in future developments that this natural spirit be preserved as it has become such an important 
part of the Imhoff Waldorf School.

Toddler, Playgroup & Kindergarten
A time for imitation and play

A young child under the age of seven lives in a rich world of play and discovery. They are living in 
the realm of imitation and absorb the impressions of their environment. Great care is therefore taken 
to provide a warm, welcoming, harmonious and beautiful environment for the children. Teachers 
focus on the quality of their interactions with each child. Classrooms have a nurturing, soulful feel to 
them and all toys are made from natural materials. Teachers establish a consistent daily rhythm: time 
spent inside the classroom is balanced with creative play outside. The child comes to feel a sense of 
security in the order and harmony that is developed in the rhythm and purpose of each day.
Creative play inside provides children with opportunities to be creative and to develop their 
imagination. In playgroup children do baking, painting, drawing and seasonal craft activities in 
preparation for the festivals. In Kindergarten they learn more advanced handwork like sewing, felting 
and weaving. Storytelling, puppetry, circle games, singing and music are an important part of the 
curriculum and help with listening, concentration and speech and language development, while at 
the same time nurturing children imaginatively. In Kindergarten re-enacting the fairy tales is added to 
the curriculum. The fairy tales bring rich imagery and language to the children. In Playgroup, nature 
stories are told and simple repetitive tales which help build the memory, reverence and listening skills.

Our activities are linked to the rhythm of the seasons. Rudolf Steiner identified rhythm as an important 
element in education. Our curriculum reflects seasonal rhythms and changes in nature, weekly 
rhythms and daily rhythms are also built into the programme. A rhythmic alternation of activities 
allows a child to breathe between activities and also builds security as the child knows what to 
expect, without the need for constant verbal direction. There is also balance between child and 
teacher led activity and individual and group times.

Each pre-school class has their own beautiful garden. During outside time, this garden becomes an 
important part of the curriculum as children practice their co-ordination and sense of balance and 
movement. Clay and sand pits, swings, jungle gyms, and climbing trees provide children with plenty 
of opportunities to develop their gross motor skills and sensory experiences in the four elements. 

One of the particularly inspiring features of Waldorf education is the emphasis on free creative 
play, which is considered to be the ‘work’ of the young child. Creative play lays the foundation for 
a strong imagination, creative thinking, socialisation skills and creative problem solving in later life. 
A child needs time to play as through play they meet each other socially and transform their own 
world. This inner work nurtures the child’s individuality.

From the very early school days, Waldorf education cultivates an intrinsic motivation towards learning 
by making school interesting. Waldorf pre-schoolers enter primary school armed with an active 
imagination, a deep reverence for the world, self-initiative and a love of learning.
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Seasonal & Daily Rythms 

Birthdays
Birthdays are a very special event for the young child and we help share this with a simple ceremony 
which we call a Rainbow Bridge.  Please check with your teacher, but a cake (preferably round) 
for this occasion is required and both parents are invited to join us for the ceremony.

Festivals and Celebrations
We mark the rhythms of the year through the changing seasons with celebration of festivals at the 
end of each term. 

Festivals are held four times a year in Autumn, Winter, Spring and Christmas festivals. Children’s 
attendance at our festivals is very important.

The children experience meaningful preparations decorating the room, completing craft, baking 
special treats and learning songs and verses chosen just for that particular festival. The stories that 
are told give the children a pictorial understanding of the festival.  A lovely sense of community is felt 
during our festivals and we look forward to sharing them with you. Our requirements for each festival 
will be communicated in advance.

Nature Table
Each classroom has a nature table which changes with the seasons bringing into the room a way 
for the children to notice and observe these changes. You might let your child have a small table 
or display space at home to create his or her own nature table with nature’s treasures gathered 
from walks or outings.

The Child’s Day
Toddler Group
Monday to Wednesday
Arrival: 08h15 - 08h30
Collection: 12h00

Playgroup and Kindergarten
Monday to Friday
Arrival: 08h15 - 08h30
Collection: 12h15

If a child has been able to play, to give up his whole living 
being to the world around him, he will be able to, in the serious 
tasks of later life, devote himself with confidence and power to the 
service of the world - Rudolf Steiner

It is absolutely essential that before we begin to think, before we so muchas begin 
to set our thinking in motion, we experience the condition of wonder. - Rudolf Steiner



Seasonal & Daily Rythms cont. 

Arrival 
Children must be accompanied into the school by an adult. Arrive between 08h15 and 08h30 with 
your child. Please be punctual as this is an important play and activity time. Help your child put their 
bag into their locker and fruit into the bowl. Present your child to the teacher to greet.  Allow (and 
assist, if necessary) your child to enter into morning activity or free play or bring them to the teacher. 
Please keep adult chatter outside the classroom, so as not to deflect from the children’s play 
activities and engagement. You may write any special instructions in the Communications Book.

Saying goodbye
We do advise that once you are ready to leave you make your departure calm and consistent. 
Let your child know when you will return and say goodbye with reassurance.  Please do not sneak 
off, bargain, bribe or renegotiate with your child as this does not help children to build up trust in 
your decision. Be confident once you have said goodbye as the child will often be more able to let 
go if you are able to be positive too. Please depart the classroom before 08h35am as that is when 
we prepare our transition to tidy up and go outside. Please sms or whatsapp your teacher if you 
are unable to come to school or are running late. We take the children out into the garden once 
everyone has arrived and all the parents have left the class.      

If your child is upset
Some children have more difficulty settling into a new environment. Be patient and allow 
a time period of one to two weeks for the adjustment. Do not see tears or resistance to school 
as a failure, but rather as growing pains as the child learns to overcome fears through our positive 
encouragement and example. The child usually settles once a goodbye routine has been 
established and they have accepted the changes and made friends. Children soon become more 
confident and trusting once they are well bonded with the teacher and can anticipate seeing their 
new friends. 

What has helped other parents with separation anxiety:
• Reading a story a few nights before or telling a story of when you went to school.
• Take the time to share the garden and classroom environment with your child. 
• Keeping the same morning routine when you arrive.
• Please discuss any concerns you may have with the teacher.

Collection
Your child will look for you in the garden at 12h15. Please arrive promptly. We prefer that you do 
collect on time as it causes anxiety for the children, especially younger children who have had 
a busy morning of play and expect to see their parents when all the other parents arrive.  Please 
check the notice board for any new messages from your teacher. Once you have collected your 
child please depart before 12h30. Our staff are required after 12h30 for after school duties, meetings 
and aftercare. Bear in mind that your child will be tired from a long day of play and work and needs 
to rest after school as opposed to play in the school gardens.

If you are running late
Please phone the school office if you are going to be late. Children not collected by 12h30 will be 
taken to after-care and charged accordingly. 
         
After-care
Our after-care operates between 12h30 and 15h00 every afternoon. We have a dedicated lead 
teacher and an assistant looking after the children. Kindly book with Cassandra at the office or your 
teacher should you wish to utilise this service for your child. Each class will also have an aftercare/
lifts notebook - put your child’s name down in the teacher’s book so that the teachers are aware 
of which children are going to aftercare from their class. Aftercare is not recommended for Toddler 
or Playgroup children unless by prior discussion and special circumstances. Please discuss with your 
class teacher. 
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General Class Information

What to bring
At the beginning of the term please bring for your child: a box of tissues, plasters and soap.

Each day: Please bring for your child -
• One piece of fruit for a shared morning tea – please place in fruit bowl on arrival
• A healthy lunch without packaged or processed foods
• A complete change of spare clothes
• A comfortable backpack to hold belongings
• A hat (to stay at school) labelled
• Suitable footwear, easy to put on... ie. sandals in summer and boots in winter
• An apron (to stay at school), preferably cotton.

Please make sure your child’s name is clearly labelled on all items.

Clothing
Send your child dressed in practical and comfortable clothing suitable for play with sand, water, 
clay, paint etc. Plain cotton clothing with natural images is preferred.     

Please avoid clothing with media prints, ie; television characters (Spiderman ), skull and cross-bone, 
tattoos or fancy costumes as these affect the type of play children engage in at school. Fashion 
clothing and fairy skirts or dresses are not suitable for play and movement activities. 

Food
Lunch should be wholesome, yet simple. For example, a healthy sandwich and one or two extras like 
cut up vegetables, dried fruit or nuts. Children need to bring a piece of fruit to share at snack time. 
Water is available for the children at all times. No sweets, crisps or chocolate, please.

Shoes
We ask that children arrive with practical shoes that they can put on and take off themselves. 
Gumboots and slippers are required in winter.

Hair & Nails
We request that children do not wear nail polish, make-up or jewellery to school. 
Children will be checked for lice regularly. To prevent the spread of head lice, kindly adhere to the 
lice policy and clear your child before returning to school. The lice policy is available from the office 
and from your teacher. Please cut fingernails regularly.  

Television and electronic media
There is evidence to suggest that television viewing by young children works negatively against the 
healthy development of the senses and direct experience of the world. 
A televised fairy story may seem acceptable yet it denies the child’s own inner picture formation 
and thus gives a child ready-made images. Parents are urged to consider and explore more active 
creative pastimes for their children, especially family activities.

Language and verbal skills, concentration, imagination and the ability to carry out tasks systemically 
are all limited by television viewing. In the light of the above we advise you to reconsider television 
and video watching and recommend no television watching during the school week.

The use of computers and computer games including cell phone games is also considered 
inappropriate for young children. We have articles and reference books if you would like to read 
more on this subject.



General Class Information cont.

Toys
Home toys often can get lost at school and also cause undue jealousy amongst children. 
We ask that children keep toys at home and don’t bring them to school. Exceptions will be made 
for a security toy (soft toy) in the first term and in playgroup. No plastic toys permitted.

Lost Property
The teacher will endeavour to keep clothing in the child’s locker or on the hooks provided. Kindly 
check your child’s bag before departing to ensure everything has been collected. Lost property 
will be kept in a designated place in the classroom or handed in to the school lost property.

Parent Library
Our parent library has many early childhood and Steiner resources. Please speak to a staff member 
if you wish to browse the library. Books need to signed in and out when they are borrowed. 

Keeping in Touch
We value communication between staff and families. The newsletter, noticeboard, communication 
book, and email correspondence aim to keep you in touch with what is happening at Imhoff 
Waldorf School. Each class has a system of class representatives and links for various portfolios 
to support the teacher and parents.    

The class reps will be chosen at our first parent meeting of the year. The Imhoff Indaba is a monthly 
newsletter and is a lovely platform for news about children, classes and parent happenings within 
our school community.

Lift clubs
If you have arranged for someone else to collect your child, please inform the teacher or the office 
and preferably write this in the communications book. We cannot release your child to a stranger 
or non-custodial parent unless previously agreed in writing.

If your child is absent
If your child is sick, on holiday or unable for some other reason to attend, please advise the teacher 
and the office.

Appointments with teachers
Appointments can be made with your class teacher after school hours, but not during school time 
when teachers are attending to the children.

Emergencies and health policy
The school has various policies in place concerning contagious illnesses. Please keep your child 
at home if they are ill and consult your doctor or homeopath. Let your child rest adequately before 
they return to school. Please note that should a child need to leave the premises for an emergency 
treatment, a parent or designated guardian would be expected to attend. For minor scratches the 
child is treated at the school. For more serious injuries, the parent will be informed. The school is 
a member of Cape Medical Response. The school must always have a child’s parent/guardian 
contact numbers in case of emergencies.  

The healthy social life is found when in the mirror of each human soul the whole community 
finds its reflection and when in the community the virtue of each one is living. - Rudolf Steiner
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Parent & School Community

Parent activities at the school
We are a community school and your involvement is important, valued and appreciated. 
As the child learns through imitation in the early years, our working together is a wonderful example 
to them. It is also a way to make an active difference to our school in a positive way.

Parent Meetings
These happen each term. Meetings are held either on an evening or a Saturday morning. 
Check with your teacher and please arrange babysitters for parent/teacher meetings.

Work Parties
Work parties happen ONCE a term either during a school morning or on a Saturday morning. 
The class community comes together to improve the garden and attend to building tasks and the 
repair of playground equipment. Parents’ initiative at these mornings helps to enhance our gardens 
and environment. For the children it is something they always look forward to, our working together 
in their special school garden.        

Should you not be able attend and offer help practically, we would appreciate a maintenance 
contribution of R150 per term which will be put towards plants/ compost or building materials so 
that the class community can achieve the tasks of the work party.

Fundraising
We have various fund-raising events throughout the year. Our fundraisers are an integral part of 
ensuring that the school maintains and improves its facilities and infrastructure and they provide 
the opportunity for parents to meet and work together. All parents are required to participate in 
fundraising events. 

Family Circle
We offer a Parent and Child Circle every Thursday and Friday morning from 09h00 – 11h00. 
This is a lovely opportunity to let your child have some play time in a Waldorf classroom and also 
to meet other mothers and support each other’s parenting journey.

College of Teachers and the Board of Trustees
The College of Teachers and the Board of Trustees are involved in the management of the school. 
The COT is responsible for all the pedagogical aspects of the school. The Board is responsible for 
the financial and legal aspects of the school. After the COT and Board there are portfolio groups 
which cover various areas of management. Each group has a board member, COT member, 
teacher links and parent working groups. Parents are most welcome to get involved in our various 
school portfolios.      



Parent & School Community cont.

Siyakhula
The Siyakhula Educare Centre in Masiphumelele was founded by Work for Love as an outreach 
programme. Through inspiring talks offered by Imhoff Waldorf teachers, great interest was sparked 
in Waldorf Education. In 2008 a group of caring mothers in the wetlands decided to develop a 
Waldorf Kindergarten and to train as Waldorf Teachers at the Centre for Creative Education. Now 
Siyakhula is housed in a beautiful double story building on a small plot and runs independently. 
The classrooms and tiny outdoor play area are safe and gentle spaces where the children can 
develop their imagination and senses.
 
Please bring a vegetable each and every Tuesday. These are made into delicious wholesome meals 
to nourish the Siyakhula children. Siyakhula run bric and brac sales to raise money. If you would like 
to donate any goods, please contact Joy on 0824988182.

Sponsorship programme
We have a dedicated sponsorship programme and are constantly working to receive more children. 
The programme plays a key role in community enrichment. It aims to foster an integrated community 
by creating an environment of belonging, respect, equality and diversity through empowerment 
and shared responsibility. The sponsorship group consists of dedicated teachers and staff members 
who meet regularly and hold craft groups and parent meetings in Masiphumele for parents of the 
sponsored children. 

Should you wish to sponsor a child or are simply able to donate R50 a month or more via debit order, 
please speak to Cassandra at the office.

The Dragon Tree Project
Named after a dragon-shaped tree found on our new premises, this project’s vision is to become 
a place of academic excellence, aesthetic beauty and pioneering in terms of environmental 
sensitivity. Our sense of purpose is based in serving the educational needs of the various communities 
of the South Peninsula, in particular the nearby neighbourhoods of Kommetjie, Ocean View, 
Masiphumelele and Scarborough.

The design and structure of the school will be based on environmentally sustainable principles, with 
a low-impact and long-term approach that allows for sustainable growth. Built with the environment 
in mind,  the development will be as non-invasive as possible, working with existing levels, slopes 
and tree population and preserving as much of the natural vegetation as possible. An off the grid 
building combined with Waldorf’s unique approach to Education, our new school is set to become 
an example of environmental sensitivity while raising an eco-conscience generation.
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Fostering a Healthy Home Environment

Creating a healthy rhythm
Parents can support us at home by setting clear expectations and limits for their child and creating 
healthy rhythms and routines. Creating healthy rhythms in your home is a gift of security and healthy 
development.  When a child is held by consistent routines (rhythms) a child feels more secure in 
knowing what is coming next and is wrapped by a cloak of meaning and security. It is sometimes 
easier for parents to have specific tasks or activities for specific days. 

Tasks that provide opportunities for children to work physically and repetitively strengthen their 
confidence and will. Allow your child to help in household activities. Children can help feed the 
animals, prepare simple meals and water the garden. Even a 3/4 year old can have a task that 
he/she does every day at the same time. This helps the child develop good habits and supports 
emerging independence and self-esteem. At the same time, there should be ample time for creative 
play inside and outside.

A lack of rhythm, too much change or offering too many choices can create insecurity for the young 
child. It is important to protect children from media exposure and find entertainment that allows 
ample movement and life skill opportunities.

Bring your child regularly to school. Consistency and repetition helps children to trust and security, 
to feel safe in their school and home environment. Dress children warmly during winter. A child’s 
physical organs need the nourishment of warm clothing, good rest and nutrition. 

Imitation
Remember that learning occurs primarily through imitation and repetition in the early years.

Wonder
Let a child discover the world and experience wonder and reverence. Let them experience that 
the world is good. This builds morality and interest in the world.

Rhythm
Work towards rhythm in family life that can support you and your children. Start with little things and 
make it personal to you.

Limits and loving authority
Set limits and consistently enforce them lovingly. Too many choices are confusing for a young child 
and stimulate the intellect awakening too early. The child needs our guidance and clarity 
in decisions.

Time to play
Allow plenty of time for your child’s creative free play as well as musical and artistic play. 
Respect that your child also needs time observing and reflecting. Allow space for an inner life 
to develop within the child.  

Toys
Buy or make simple toys, ones that encourage imaginative play.

Environment
Continue to pay attention to what your child experiences in his/ her environment, limiting over-
stimulation from loud music, movies & television.        
 
Protecting childhood
Protect your child from adult conversations, news broadcasts, inappropriate media so that they 
can receive the world as beautiful and good and be a child, without adults burdens or concerns.



More on Toys
During the first 6 to 7 years a child is totally open to all experiences in his surroundings. All impressions 
are absorbed deeply by the 12 senses. The formation of the organs is inwardly completed under 
the imprinting influence of outer experiences. Therefore, we want to surround the child with an 
environment that helps him develop in a healthy and balanced way. Great toys for children are the 
“ready-made toys” we find in nature: seeds, sticks, stones, mud, soil water etc. Also playing with the 
four elements is something children have always done, and always will do: flying a kite on a windy 
day, blowing feathers, chasing falling autumn leaves. 

It is important for children to have toys that can be imbued with fantasy and imagination, beautiful 
but simple. Toys we make or buy for children should ideally be made out of natural materials. A child 
is constantly touching everything. He is feeling his way into the world. 

With natural materials we let children feel quality and reality, there is real interaction, while plastic 
and other synthetic toys put a barrier between the child and the toy – there is no living interaction. It 
is also important that toys should be well made. Toys that are not made to last are not worth caring 
for, not worth looking after. When we give the child good toys, he can show care and respect which 
later in life will enable him to show care and respect in his relationships. Consider whether the child 
can develop a meaningful relationships with the toys you choose.

Recommended reading list for parents

Rahima Baldwin Darcy: You are your child’s first teacher
 
Eldbjorg Gjessing Paulsen: Trust and Wonder 

Christopher Clouder and Martyn Rawson: Waldorf Education

Martyn Rawson: Free your child’s potential

Jaffke, Freya: Toymaking with children

What a difference there is between... playthings that leave as much as possible 
to the power of the imagination  and giving finished toys that leave nothing for 
the child’s own inner activity. - Rudolf Steiner
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